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Abstract: Accurate high-resolution yield maps are essential for identifying spatial yield variability
patterns, determining key factors influencing yield variability, and providing site-specific manage-
ment insights in precision agriculture. Cultivar differences can significantly influence potato (Solanum
tuberosum L.) tuber yield prediction using remote sensing technologies. The objective of this study
was to improve potato yield prediction using unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) remote sensing by
incorporating cultivar information with machine learning methods. Small plot experiments involving
different cultivars and nitrogen (N) rates were conducted in 2018 and 2019. UAV-based multi-spectral
images were collected throughout the growing season. Machine learning models, i.e., random forest
regression (RFR) and support vector regression (SVR), were used to combine different vegetation
indices with cultivar information. It was found that UAV-based spectral data from the early growing
season at the tuber initiation stage (late June) were more correlated with potato marketable yield
than the spectral data from the later growing season at the tuber maturation stage. However, the best
performing vegetation indices and the best timing for potato yield prediction varied with cultivars.
The performance of the RFR and SVR models using only remote sensing data was unsatisfactory
(R2 = 0.48–0.51 for validation) but was significantly improved when cultivar information was in-
corporated (R2 = 0.75–0.79 for validation). It is concluded that combining high spatial-resolution
UAV images and cultivar information using machine learning algorithms can significantly improve
potato yield prediction than methods without using cultivar information. More studies are needed
to improve potato yield prediction using more detailed cultivar information, soil and landscape
variables, and management information, as well as more advanced machine learning models.

Keywords: potato marketable yield; random forest; support vector regression; growing degree days;
growth stage

1. Introduction

Potato (Solanum tuberosum L.) is a high-yield food crop with high added values.
It originated in the Andes Mountains of southern Peru [1]. It is resistant to cold, drought,
and barrenness, and has high unit input production capacity and strong adaptability [2].

At present, there are 160 countries in the world that grow and produce potatoes,
making it very important for world food security [3]. Potato ranks as the fourth largest
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food crop in the world after rice (Oryza sativa L.), wheat (Triticum aestivum L.), and maize
(Zea mays L.) [4]. Similar to other crops, in potato crop production management, accurate
high-resolution yield maps are imperative to identify spatial yield variability patterns
within commercial fields, determine the key factors affecting yield, and provide manage-
ment practice insights [5].

Currently, available potato yield monitors are less accessible and the potato yield maps
generated from existing yield monitors show low accuracy and inconsistency, resulting in
incorrect interpretation of on-farm yield variability [6]. The major influencing factors for the
inaccuracy of the potato yield maps produced by the yield monitors include yield sensor
calibration, mud, clods or rock separation, operating errors, and data post-processing or
cleaning [7]. As a result, yield monitor applications on potato farms are limited. To address
these issues, developing a new alternative approach to timely and accurately estimate
potato yields would help potato producers make better management decisions.

Remote sensing has been utilized extensively in precision agriculture for in-season
crop growth monitoring and yield prediction [8,9]. Vegetation indices (VIs) calculated
from remote sensing images are used to correlate to yield variability through statistical and
machine learning models. The normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) is one of
the most widely used VIs to evaluate vegetation status and crop yield estimation [5,10].
Nevertheless, its success is strongly influenced by other factors including soil background,
crop type, and light conditions [11]. Multi-temporal remote sensing monitoring across
the growing seasons can uniquely offer insights into yield formation processes [12,13].
Although some positive results have been reported in potato yield prediction [14], the un-
certainties of using only remote sensing data to estimate crop yield limit the application of
the model [5,14,15].

Potato yield is typically associated with seed quality as well as site-specific interactions be-
tween cultivars and environment conditions. The effects of soil type [16], nutrients [17,18],
crop management practices [19,20], cultivar [21,22], seed quality [1,23], and weather con-
ditions [24–26] on potato production have been explored extensively. Recent studies that
incorporated multi-source data in yield prediction and nitrogen (N) recommendations
have achieved better results than studies based on remote sensing data alone. In addition,
machine learning technology has been adopted for crop yield prediction [27,28] because it
can model both linear and non-linear relationships, and can more easily incorporate ancil-
lary data in the process to improve yield prediction [29]. For example, Salvador et al. [15]
highlighted the importance of combining moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer
(MODIS) time series NDVI data with meteorological data for large scale potato yield fore-
casting. Gómez et al. [6] found that the machine learning methods together with Sentinel-2
data could be used for potato yield prediction and pattern analysis.

In recent years, unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) technology has shown great potential
in precision agriculture. Most previous studies using UAVs have focused on estimating crop
biomass, leaf area index (LAI), chlorophyll content, plant height, and N status [27,30–32].
For potato biomass and yield prediction, Li et al. [27] combined VIs derived from UAV-
based hyperspectral imagery and crop height derived from UAV-based red, green, and
blue (RGB) spectral data using random forest regression (RFR) and partial least square
regression (PLSR) models. They found that the RFR model performed better than the PLSR
model. However, studies evaluating the effects of different cultivars on the performance of
UAV-based multispectral imagery for potato yield prediction to potentially improve the
yield prediction by incorporating the cultivar information are still very limited. Therefore,
the overall goal of this study was to improve potato yield prediction using UAV-based
multispectral images and machine learning methods by coupling them with cultivar
information. The specific objectives were to (1) evaluate the potential of using only UAV-
based multispectral images to estimate the potato yield of different cultivars; (2) analyze
the effect of cultivars on the potato yield estimation models based on UAV remote sensing;
and (3) evaluate the potential of improving potato yield mapping by incorporating cultivar
information with machine learning models.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Small-Plot N x Cultivar Study

The potato N fertilization rate and cultivar studies were conducted at the Sand Plain
Research Farm, Becker, Minnesota, with a Hubbard loamy sand soil (sandy, mixed, and
frigid Entic Hapludolls) in 2018 and 2019. In this study, four (Russet Burbank, Umatilla
Russet, Ivory Russet, and Clearwater Russet) and five (Russet Burbank, Umatilla Rus-
set, Clearwater Russet, Lamoka, and MN13142) cultivars representing different maturity
groups that were planted in 2018 and 2019, respectively. The details of the field experiments
are shown in Figure 1 and Table 1. A randomized complete block design with three replica-
tions was used. In 2018, the potatoes were planted on May 14 and harvested on September
25. In 2019, potatoes were planted on May 6 and harvested on September 27. Each cultivar
was subjected to three N rate treatments at 134.5, 269.0 and 403.5 kg ha−1. All plots received
45 kg N ha−1 as diammonium phosphate (18-46-0) at planting in a band 0.08 m to the side
and 0.05 m below the seed tuber. At emergence, N was side-dressed at 90.0, 125.0, and
269.0 kg N ha−1 as slow-release fertilizer Environmentally Smart Nitrogen (ESN) (Agrium,
Inc., Calgary, AB, Canada; 44-0-0) at each specific N rate treatment. The rest of the N
fertilizers for the two higher rate treatments were split into four applications of 11.2 and
22.4 kg N ha−1 as urea and ammonium nitrate (28-0-0) to supply 45.0 and 90.0 kg N ha−1

to achieve a total of 269.0 and 403.5 kg N ha−1. At harvest, the vines were killed with
desiccant first and then tubers were harvested from the middle two rows of each plot.
Tubers were mechanically sorted into different weight classes and grades. A subsample
of 25 harvested tubers was used to determine scab infection and hollow heart internal
defects. Total tuber yield is the total weight of harvested tubers converted to ton per hectare.
Marketable tuber yield was calculated as the weight of all tubers free from defects, disease,
crack, and other physiological disorders, converted to ton per hectare. Marketable tuber
yield was used in this study.
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Figure 1. The layouts of the potato field experiments in 2018 (left) and 2019 (right) involving six cultivars (MN13142 (MN),
Russet Burbank (RB), Umatilla Russet (UM), Lamoka (LA), Clearwater Russet (CW), and Ivory Russet (IR)) and three
nitrogen rates (A = 134.5 kg ha−1, B = 269.0 kg ha−1, and C = 403.5 kg ha−1).
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Table 1. The details of the field experiments and unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) remote sensing image collection in 2018
and 2019.

Sensing Date Days after
Planting

GDDs to
Sensing Date Cultivar Abbreviation Planting Date Harvesting Date

2018

26 June 2018 44 469 Clearwater Russet
Russet Burbank
Umatilla Russet

Ivory Russet

CW
RB
UM
IR

14 May 2018 25 September 201810 July 2018 58 622
18 July 2018 66 766

2 August 2018 81 919

2019

26 June 2019 52 302 Clearwater Russet
Russet Burbank
Umatilla Russet

Lamoka
MN12142

CW
RB
UM
LA
MN

6 May 2019 27 September 2019
23 July 2019 79 475

6 August 2019 92 593

19 August 2018 106 752

The growing degree days (GDD) is a useful variable to determine harvest dates and
yield in potato [33] and for combining data from different site-years and growth stages [10].
Temperature data was downloaded from the weather station close to the research site.
Based on the annual temperature data, GDD was calculated from the planting date to each
sensing date following Equation (1):

GDD = ∑
Tmax + Tmin

2
− 7°C (1)

Tmax represents the daily maximum temperature. Tmin represents the daily minimum
temperature. 7 oC is the base temperature [33].

2.2. UAV System and Flight Parameters

The imagery used to monitor potato growth in these field trails was collected by a
GEMS multispectral camera (Sentek Systems LLC, Minneapolis, MN, USA) mounted on a
DJI Inspire 2 quadcopter. The UAV flight speed was 6 m s−1. The GEMS camera has four
wide spectral bands with the following center wavelengths and full-width, half-maximum
(FWHM) bandwidths: Blue (450 nm center, 101 nm FWHM bandwidth), Green (553 nm
center, 101 nm FWHM bandwidth), Red (615 nm center, 114 nm FWHM bandwidth), and
NIR (811 nm center, 135 nm FWHM bandwidth). The camera has a 35◦ horizontal field of
view and can collect high spatial-resolution images with a ground sampling distance of
approximately 2 cm from 40 m above the ground. The Drone Survey iOS flight planning
application (Sentek Systems LLC, Minneapolis, MN, USA) was used to prepare flight
paths for image collection that covered the trial areas with the desired speed, height, and
sidelap. The survey flights used in this study had a minimum forward overlap of 85%
and a minimum sidelap of 75%. The GEMS camera has an embedded navigation system
that recorded camera position and orientation data at the precise instants that images
were taken. The Cheetah software package (Sentek Systems LLC, Minneapolis, MN, USA)
was used to process the GEMS imagery with embedded position and orientation data to
generate 3D reconstructions, elevation maps, and vegetation index maps, along with the
VNIR ortho-mosaic images that were used in this study.

Three reference panels with reflectance values of 7%, 16%, and 27% were put near
the experiments during each flight and used to compute surface reflectance from digital
number measurements according to Equation (2). The digital number values of the near
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infrared band became saturated during the later growing season (data collected in July and
August), thus only the reference panel with 7% reflectance was used in the data analysis.

RROI
DNROI

=
Rpanel

DNpanel
(2)

RROI represents the average reflectance in a given band in a region of interest (ROI).
DNROI represents the digital number values in the ortho-mosaic images, averaged over
the ROI. Rpanel is the reflectance of a reference panel. DNpanel is the digital number value
of the reference panel in the ortho-mosaic images. Reflectance values were averaged over
each plot in the trial for analysis. The UAV multispectral images of the fields on different
sensing dates are shown in Figure 2.
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2.3. Data Analysis

Selected VIs were calculated based on the multispectral UAV images (Table 2). These
VIs were normalized using GDD (NVI), which is particularly useful when combining data
from different site-years and growth stages [10,34]. The NVI was computed by dividing
the VI data by the accumulated GDD from planting to sensing, as shown in Equation (3).

NVI =
VI

GDD
(3)

Table 2. The definition of the variables used in this study.

Vegetation Index Abbreviation Formula Reference

Difference Vegetation Index DVI DVI = NIR− Red [35]
Enhanced Vegetation Index EVI EVI = 2.5 ∗ (NIR−Red)

(NIR+6∗Red)−7.5∗Blue+1
[36]

Green Atmospherically Resistant Index GARI GARI = NIR−[Green−γ(Blue−Red)]
NIR+[Green−γ(Blue−Red)]

[37]

Green Difference Vegetation Index GDVI GDVI = NIR−Green [38]

Modified Triangular Vegetation Index MTVI MTVI =
1.2[1.2(NIR− Green)− 2.5(Red−Green)]

[36]

Modified Triangular Vegetation Index-Improved MTVII MTVII = 1.5[1.2(NIR−Green)−2.5(Red−Green)]√
(2NIR+1)2−(6NIR−5

√
Red)−0.5

[39]

Optimized Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index OSAVI OSAVI = 1.5(NIR−Red)
(NIR+Red+0.16)

[40]

Red Green Ratio Index RGRI RGRI = ∑699
i=600 Ri

∑599
i=500 Rj

[41]

Renormalized Difference Vegetation Index RDVI RDVI = (NIR−Red)
(
√

NIR+Red)
[42]

Simple Ratio SR SR = NIR
Red [43]

Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index SAVI SAVI = 1.5(NIR−Red)
NIR+red+0.5

[44]

Sum Green Index SGI SGI =
∫ 600

i=500 Ri
100

[45]

Transformed Difference Vegetation Index TDVI TDVI =
√

0.5 + (NIR−Red)
(NIR+Red)

[46]

Visible Atmospherically Resistant Index VARI VARI = Green−Red
Green+Red_Blue [47]

Green Normalized Difference Vegetation Index GNDVI GNDVI = NIR−Green
NIR+Green [37]

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index NDVI NDVI = NIR−Red
NIR+Red [48]

NIR: reflectance data of the NIR band. Red: reflectance data of the red band. Green: reflectance data of the green band. Blue: reflectance
data of the blue band. Ri indicates the reflectance data at wavelength i nm.

Simple regression models were used to determine the relationship (linear, power,
quadratic, or exponential) between each vegetation index and potato tuber yield using
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences version 18.0 (SPSS 18.0) (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL,
USA). In addition, two machine learning algorithms, i.e., support vector regression (SVR)
and RFR, performed well for crop yield prediction in a previous study [28]. Both of them
were used to predict potato yield in this research. The SVR and RFR were implemented
using the scikit-learn Python ML library.

Random forests consist of decision trees and provide two algorithms, namely mean
decrease impurity and mean decrease accuracy, to calculate the importance of features.
The mean decrease impurity is calculated to split the dataset into two so that similar
response values end up in the same set. Impurity is the measure based on which the (locally)
optimal condition is chosen. For regression trees, impurity is the variance. The impurity
decrease from each feature can be averaged and the features can be ranked according to this
measure [49,50]. The mean decrease impurity algorithm was implemented by the scikit-
learn package (https://scikit-learn.org/stable/, accessed on 21 July 2021). Furthermore,
the mean decrease accuracy algorithm is used to pass the out-of-band (OOB) samples down
the tree and record the prediction accuracy. A variable is then selected and its values in the
OOB samples were randomly permuted. OOB samples were passed down the tree and

https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
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the accuracy was computed again. A decrease in accuracy obtained by this permutation
was averaged over all trees for each variable and provided the importance of that variable
(the higher the decrease, the higher the importance) [50]. The mean decrease accuracy was
calculated by the ELI5 package in Python library (https://eli5.readthedocs.io/en/latest/,
accessed on 21 July 2021).

Support vector regression (SVR) is characterized by the use of kernels, sparse solution,
and Vapnik–Chervonenkis control of the margin, as well as the numbers of support vec-
tors [51]. SVR has been proven to be an effective tool for real-value function estimation.
As a supervised-learning approach, SVR trains using a symmetrical loss function, which
equally penalizes high and low misestimates. It has excellent generalization capability
with high prediction accuracy [52]. Therefore, they were used in this study to evaluate
the potential of coupling UAV multispectral data with cultivar information in potato yield
estimation. Cultivar information was pre-processed into dummy variables and introduced
in the machine learning models together with the selected four NVI data to build the
inter-annual yield prediction model.

The analysis process flow diagram of this study is given in Figure 3.
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In addition to a separate analysis of different years, growth stages, and cultivars, the
small plot data from different years were also pooled together, of which 75% was used
for model calibration and 25% for validation. The agreement between the observed and
predicted parameters was evaluated using the coefficient of determination (R2), root mean
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square error (RMSE), mean absolute error (MAE), and relative absolute error (RAE) in
prediction, as shown in Equations (4)–(7). The models with the largest R2 and the lowest
RMSE (t ha−1), MAE (t ha−1), and RAE (%) in prediction were identified.

R2 = 1−
∑n

i=1

(
ym

i − yp
i

)2

∑n
i=1
(
ym

i − ya
i
)2 (4)

RMSE =

√
1
n

n

∑
i=1

(
ym

i − yp
i

)2
(5)

MAE =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

∣∣∣(ym
i − yp

i

)∣∣∣ (6)

RAE =
∑n

i=1

∣∣∣ym
i − yp

i

∣∣∣
∑n

i=1
∣∣ya

i − ym
i

∣∣ (7)

ym
i represents the actual potato yield data (t ha−1) of the i sample. yp

i represents the
predicted potato tuber yield data (t ha−1) of the i sample by the yield estimation model.
ya

i indicates the mean value of the actual potato marketable yield (t ha−1) dataset. n is the
sample size while i is the sample number.

3. Results
3.1. Correlation Analysis between Potato Tuber Yield and VIs

The correlation coefficients between potato tuber yield and VIs varied throughout the
growth period (Figure 4). In general, the VIs collected in late June at the tuber initiation
stage had the best relationship with the potato marketable yield across years, with the
best correlation coefficients in June and the worst in August at the tuber maturation stage
(Figure 2). In June, many VIs showed significant correlation with yield data at the p < 0.05
level. The Visible Atmospherically Resistance Index (VARI) had the highest correlation
coefficients with yield on June 26 and July 10 in 2018. On other sensing dates in 2018,
the VIs and yield did not show a significant correlation. In 2019, there was a significant
correlation between the Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI) and yield on June 26, while no
significant correlation was found for the other three sensing dates.
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3.2. Simple Regression Models for Potato Tuber Yield Prediction

Yield models were developed based on the most strongly correlated VIs with tuber
yield for each cultivar at each growth stage. The details of these models are presented in
Tables 3 and 4.

In 2018, the model based on VARI had an R2 of 0.71 and an RMSE of 6.48 t ha−1

on June 26. On July 10, the R2 of the VARI-based model was 0.30 and the RMSE was
9.97 t ha−1. On July 18 and August 2, there was no model that could achieve significant
results. In 2019, the model based on EVI had an R2 of 0.40 and an RMSE of 4.84 t ha−1,
whereas no models were significant for the other three sensing dates.

In order to investigate the correlation between the VIs and potato marketable yield of
each cultivar, we developed the single VI-based model of potato yield prediction for each
cultivar and investigated the variation of the correlation at different growth stages.

Apparently, the models performed better for cultivars Ivory Russet and Umatilla
Russet at each growth stage in 2018, with R2 ranging from 0.56 to 0.80. As for Clearwater
Russet, the early growth stage was the best stage to predict yield with an R2 value of 0.52.
For Russet Burbank, the best stage to predict marketable yield was July 18.

In 2019, for Lamoka, the yield estimation model was the best in August as compared
with those in June and July. For MN12142, there was no significant model to predict the
yield across the growth stages. For Russet Burbank, the model on June 26 had an R2 of
0.35 and an RMSE of 2.85 t ha−1. These results are not consistent with those in 2018. For
Umatilla Russet, the model in each growth stage performed well, with the R2 values greater
than 0.50, which is consistent with the results of 2018.

Table 3. Best performing vegetation indices on different dates for predicting potato marketable yield in 2018.

Cultivar VI Equation R2 RMSE (t ha−1)

26 June 2018

Across VARI y = −900.34x2 + 567.93x − 7.95 0.71 6.48
CW SGI y = −335891.19x2 + 47518.15x − 1650.71 0.52 3.15
IR VARI y = −10022.70x2 + 2049.63x − 69.14 0.56 2.30
RB RGRI y = −2762.77x2 + 4348.04x − 1651.24 0.31 3.85
UR GARI y = −344.43x2 + 453.48x − 77.34 0.80 2.87

10 July 2018

Across VARI y = −23878x2 + 16263x − 2720.2 0.30 9.97
CW GARI y = 1786.07x2 + 22122.07x − 601.38 0.09 4.17
IR SGI y = −56579.29x2 + 11496.50x − 547.67 0.75 1.73
RB RGRI y = 9735.48x2 − 11551.28x + 3474.325 0.34 3.75
UR GARI y = −6688.93x2 + 8443.64x − 2612.62 0.78 3.03

18 July 2018

Across / / / /
CW GNDVI y = −1319.83x2 + 1584.31x − 445.35 0.26 3.76
IR SGI y = −26227.30x2 + 2488.14x − 22.33 0.79 1.5
RB RGRI y = 4735.16x2 − 7802.20x + 3259.107 0.60 2.92
UR GARI y = 1388.37x2 − 1235.45x + 313.01 0.74 3.27

2 August 2018

Across / / / /
CW TDVI y = −3730.29x2 + 7957.54x − 4213.78 0.22 3.85
IR GDVI y = −1545.97x2 + 1843.42x − 512.79 0.73 1.79
RB MTVI y = −4172.66x2 + 2319.06x − 264.868 0.41 3.55
UR GARI y = −0.43x2 + 97.41x − 0.085 0.77 3.08

Across: the model developed by across cultivar data for each sensing date. Abbreviations: CW, Clearwater Russet; IR, Ivory Russet; RB,
Russet Burbank; UR, Umatilla Russet; SGI, Sum Green Index; VARI, Visible Atmospherically Resistant Index; GARI, Green Atmospherically
Resistant Index; TDV, Transformed Difference Vegetation Index; SAVI, Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index; RGRI, red–green ratio index; GNDVI,
Green Normalized Difference Vegetation Index; and MTVI, Modified Triangular Vegetation Index.
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Table 4. Best performing vegetation indices on different dates for predicting potato marketable yield in 2019.

Cultivar VI Equation R2 RMSE (t ha−1)

26 June 2019

Across EVI y = −1220.38x2 + 750.36x − 70.75 0.40 4.84
CW VARI y = −11263.45x2 + 719.95x + 21.67 0.57 2.65
LA SGI y = −40983.18x2 + 4455.11 − 75.02 0.30 2.33
MN / / / /
RB RGRI y = −1398.99x2 + 2669.64x − 1222.89 0.35 2.85
UR RGRI y = 4628.27x2 − 8586.01x + 4022.49 0.50 2.02

23 July 2019

Across / / / /
CW / / / /
LA SGI y = 126137.77x2 − 9151.45x + 201.97 0.22 2.47
MN / / / /
RB / / / /
UR SGI y = 290331.87x2 − 22661.40x + 482.60 0.55 1.93

6 August 2019

Across / / / /
CW / / / /
LA VARI y = 741.65x2 − 218.60x + 49.338 0.51 1.96
MN / / / /
RB / / / /
UR SGI y = 31294.42x2 − 3787.65x + 154.94 0.75 1.45

19 August 2019

Across / / / /
CW / / / /
LA SGI y = −23103.32x2 + 3446.58x − 88.404 0.59 1.80
MN / / / /
RB / / / /
UR SGI y = 44215.48x2 − 6167.62x + 255.25 0.70 1.55

Across: the model developed by across cultivar data for each sensing date. Abbreviations: CW, Clearwater Russet; IR, Ivory Russet; RB,
Russet Burbank; UR, Umatilla Russet; MN, MN12142; LA, Lamoka; SGI, Sum Green Index; VARI, Visible Atmospherically Resistant Index;
and RGVI, Green Ratio Vegetation Index.

3.3. Machine Learning Models

To reduce the influence of different dates, years, and sites, the NVI data were calculated
from the VIs and GDDs. General models that integrated potato cultivar information and
NVI data were constructed using machine learning methods.

Two feature selection algorithms (mean decrease impurity and mean decrease accu-
racy) were implemented to select the best feature subset. Figure 5 shows the descending
scores of NVI data derived by a preliminary random forest method, in addition to the two
feature selection algorithms and accumulative variance of the features.

From the cumulative histogram (Figure 5b), we can see that the first seven variables
contributed over 75% of the accumulative variance of the model. However, the accumula-
tive variance decreased when adding more inputs than the first seven variables. The first
seven variables with high scores in both mean decrease in impurity and mean decrease
accuracy were selected. Therefore, the Normalized Modified Triangular Vegetation In-
dex improved (NMTVII). The Normalized Sum Green Index (NSGI) and normalized VARI
(NVARI) obtained on the first sensing date, in addition to the NSGI acquired on the second
sensing date, were chosen for the machine learning processes.
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Figure 5. The scores of mean decrease in impurity and mean decrease accuracy of the top nine variables and the accumulative
explained variance calculated from the random forest algorithm. (a) The scores of mean decrease in impurity; (b) The
accumulative explained variance % of the top nine variables selected by the scores of mean decrease in impurity; (c) The
scores of mean decrease accuracy; (d) The accumulative explained variance % of the top nine variables selected by the scores
of mean decrease accuracy. SGI_1 means the Normalized Sum Green Index (NSGI) calculated by the SGI and GDD on the
first sensing date. SGI_2 means the normalized SGI calculated by the SGI and GDD on the second sensing date. VARI_3
indicates the Normalized Visible Atmospherically Resistance Index (NVARI) calculated by the VARI and GDD on the third
sensing date. Other normalized VIs have similar meanings.

According to the above-selected variables, the RFR and SVR models were devel-
oped. Figure 6 shows the scatterplots between the estimated yield and measured yield.
Although the RFR method performed better than the SVR in the calibration models, similar
performance was found in the prediction or validation results.
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Figure 6. Relationships between the measured yield and the estimated yield by the SVR and RFR
models using the selected NVIs data without including cultivar information. (a) The scatterplot
between measured yield data and estimated yield data for calibration dataset by SVR model; (b) The
scatterplot between measured yield data and estimated yield data for prediction dataset by SVR
model; (c) The scatterplot between measured yield data and estimated yield data for calibration
dataset set by RFR model; (d) The scatterplot between measured yield data and predicted yield data
for prediction dataset by RFR model.

The scatterplots in Figure 7 show the relationships between the measured yield and
the estimated yield obtained by the two machine learning models using the pooled data
based on the selected VIs and cultivar information.
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Figure 7. Relationships between the measured yield and the estimated yield by the SVR and RFR
models using the pooled vegetation indices across site-years, sensing dates, and cultivar information.
The scatterplot between measured yield and estimated yield for calibration dataset (a) and validation
dataset (b) using the SVR model, and for calibration dataset (c) and validation dataset (d) using the
RFR model.

Evidently, the incorporation of cultivar information into the UAV remote sensing-
based models improved potato yield prediction (Figures 6 and 7). The R2 of the prediction
model increased from 0.51 to 0.79 and from 0.48 to 0.75 for the SVR and RFR methods,
respectively. The RFR model had a smaller RMSE, MAE, and RAE than the SVR model
in both the calibration and prediction processes. However, the R2 value (0.97) of the
RFR calibration model was much higher than that (0.75) of the RFR prediction model,
whereas consistent R2 values were identified for the SVR calibration and prediction models,
indicating that the RFR method might be more affected by the size of the dataset and
larger calibration dataset might lead to higher accuracy of the RFR model. The RFR yield
prediction model was applied to the UAV images to produce potato yield distribution
maps in 2018 and 2019, which are shown in Figure 8.
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4. Discussion

This study indicated that the accuracy of the potato tuber yield estimation model was
closely related to the sensing time and cultivar information. For the combined cultivar
dataset, the Pearson correlation analysis indicated that UAV images collected in late June
(44–52 days after planting dates) during the stage of plant full vegetative growth and tuber
initiation were better for potato yield prediction than during later growth stages, similar to
the findings reported by some previous studies [5,10]. For the machine learning models,
the VIs obtained in June were more important for yield estimation than the VIs obtained
later during the growing season. A similar result was reported at the field scale [10].

The yield predictive models based on VIs are cultivar and sensing date-specific [5,10].
Potato cultivar had an important effect on the yield estimation models. In general, for
cultivars Clearwater Russet and Russet Burbank, UAV image data obtained early in the
growing season (late June) was more suitable for yield estimation. For cultivars Ivory Rus-
set and Lamoka, the UAV image data obtained later in the growing season performed better.
The yield of MN13142 could not be estimated via single vegetation index-based models.
For Umatilla Russet, the entire growing season was suitable for yield prediction. A crop
growth model simulation study indicated that potato tuber yield responses to changes in
the cultivar parameters was specific to the environment [53]. Cultivars differed mostly in
terms of plant N uptake dynamics and belowground biomass in field experiments [54].
The canopy morphology of variable potato cultivars and nitrogen rates were different [27].
Medium maturing and late maturing cultivars were included in this study and it was
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noticed that there were differences in vine senescence later in the season among different
maturity cultivars. The rate of greenness loss [55] and lodging property [27] for some culti-
vars also affected the performance of VIs in yield estimation in the late growth stages [55].
Senescence affected the vegetation coverage, which in turn influenced the variation of VIs
and their relationships with potato yield [5]. The cultivars that grew well during the whole
growth season tended to have a better correlation between the VIs and yield.

The spectral bands around 500, 550, and 720 nm were important when assessing potato
agronomic properties [56]. The Sum Green Index (SGI) based on green band reflectance
information in June was the most important feature for the pooled dataset. The SGI was the
reflectance information of the green band. The good performance of SGI across cultivars
in the early and middle growth stages should be attributed to the much less absorption
of chlorophyll in the green region compared to those in the blue or red regions [57].
The correlation between yields and chlorophyll in the field conditions may explain the
importance of the green band in the early growth stage [55,58]. The priority of the green
band in crop yield estimation was also reported in other crops (e.g., maize) [59]. The high
correlation between VARI and yield was also noticeable for each cultivar, especially on
the first sensing date. A similar conclusion was reported for corn yield estimation using
multispectral images by Garcia-Martinez et al. [60].

The results of this study indicated that single VI-based models are cultivar-specific.
Although machine learning models were developed by combining several VIs, the accuracy
of the yield models was still low (Figure 5), similar to a previous study [27]. The ma-
chine learning models combining optimal VIs and cultivar information [53] showed good
potential in yield estimation, which is consistent with several previous studies [6,11,28].
SVM and RFR are two popular machine learning models used in precision agriculture
and remote sensing data analysis, and one was found to perform better than the other
in different studies [6,19,31]. In this study, although the RFR performed better than the
SVR for the calibration process of a larger dataset, they performed similarly for a smaller
validation dataset. The performance of both models was significantly improved when
cultivar information was added. This clearly demonstrates the importance of adding other
important variables in addition to the use of sensing data. Other studies have also found
that apart from sensor data, the incorporation of plant height [27], meteorological data [15],
and other related information improved the accuracy of yield estimation models.

In this study, cultivar information was incorporated in the machine learning models as
dummy variables. This is an initial attempt. Further studies are needed to use more detailed
information to represent cultivar differences, such as maturity days, growing GDDs, or
growing degree units. More studies are needed to develop potato yield prediction models
that incorporate more ancillary information together with remote sensing data using more
advanced machine learning algorithms.

5. Conclusions

This study investigated the potential of using UAV-multispectral images coupled with
cultivar information to predict potato yield and generate potential field-scale yield maps.
The maturity days for each cultivar were different and the responses of potato tuber yield
to the N rate also varied with cultivars. The best performing VIs and best sensing timing for
potato yield prediction varied with cultivars. For cultivars Clearwater Russet and Russet
Burbank, the best sensing date was in late June (44–52 days after planting). For cultivars
Ivory Russet and Lamoka, the optimum sensing time was later in the growing season. For
Umatilla Russet, VI-based models performed consistently well across the growing season,
while no suitable models were found for cultivar MN13142 based on single VI at any of
the growth stages. The R2s of single VI-based models for different cultivars varied from
0.22 to 0.80. In general, UAV images acquired early in the season (late June) were more
correlated with potato yield across cultivars. Using machine learning models (RFR and
SVR) to combine selected VIs with cultivar information could significantly improve the
accuracy of potato yield prediction (R2 = 0.75–0.79 for validation) compared with machine
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learning models only using VIs (R2 = 0.48–0.51 for validation). More studies are needed to
improve potato yield prediction using more detailed cultivar information, weather data,
soil and landscape variables, and management information.
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